
 

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 

 

CONTENT AREA 1:     DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________ 
Introduction to the DSM-5  Objectives that were 

covered:  (check all that apply) 
◻ How was the DSM created: historical perspective of classification 

of mental disorders.  
◻ History and purpose of diagnosis 

◻ Understanding assessment tools, the assessment process and 
the relationship of assessment to diagnosis.  

◻ Highlight important changes from the DSM-IV-TR to DSM –V & 
Movement from ICD-9 to ICD-10 coding 2015. 

◻ Diagnostic terms and categorized removed/replaced in DSM-5 

◻ Detailed overview of Medical problems often misdiagnosed as 
mental health issues, and vice versa: 

◻ Ethics of the diagnosis process discussed and addressed 
 

CONTENT AREA 2:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________ 
Neuro-developmental and Childhood Disorders.   Objectives that 

were covered:  (check all that apply) 
◻ Etiology of neurodevelopmental disorders based on current 

research. 
◻ Differential dx. 

◻ Specifiers for neurodevelopmental disorders.  
◻ Onset during developmental stages.  

◻ Ethics of diagnosis with youth explored.  
◻ Need for referral and collaborative care reviewed. 

◻ Common diagnosis reviewed including autism spectrum, IDD, 

ADHD & learning disorders.  
◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies discussed. 

 
CONTENT AREA 3:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________ 

Schizophrenia spectrum and other Psychotic Disorders     
Objectives that were covered:  (check all that apply) 

◻ Etiology of schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders 
based on current research.  

◻ Assessment process for determining dx.  
◻ Differential dx with other disorders with similar presentations.  

◻ Ethics of DX addressed including discussion of chronicity of DX. 
◻ Discussion of specifiers of schizophrenia. Address complexities of 

presenting symptoms. 
◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 



seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 

professionals. 
 

 
 

 
 

CONTENT AREA 4:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________ 
Mood Disorders Objectives that were covered:  (check all that apply)  

◻ Bipolar: Etiology of dx based on current research.  
◻ Assessment process for determining dx. Differential dx with 

other disorders with similar presentations.  
◻ Discussion of specifiers for Bipolar. Brief overview of appropriate 

treatment strategies.  
◻ When to seek collaborative care with other mental health and 

medical professionals. 

◻ Depression and Adjustment disorders: Etiology of dxs and based 
on current research. 

◻ Assessment process for determining dx. Differential dx with 
other disorders with similar presentations.  

◻ Include brief overview of risk assessment and suicide screenings 
and appropriate treatment strategies. 

◻ Anxiety and OCD: Etiology of dxs based on current research  
◻ Assessment process for determining dx. Differential dx  with 

other disorders with similar presentations.  
◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies.  

◻ Trauma and Stress related disorders: Etiology of dxs and based 
on current research. 

◻ Assessment process  for determining dx. Differential dx  with 
other disorders with similar presentations.  

◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 

seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 
professionals. 

◻ Ethics of Mood Disorder Dx process and importance of 
examination of differential dx explored. 

 
CONTENT AREA 5:     DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________    

Dissociative and Somatic Disorders: Objectives that 
were covered:  (check all that apply) 

◻ Etiology of dxs and based on current research of dissociative 
disorders. 

◻ Differential dx with other disorders with similar presentations. 
◻ Etiology of somatic disorders reviewed based on current 

research.  



◻ Assessment process for determining somatic dx especially 

related to Medical DX and comorbidity.  
◻ Ethics of DX addressed including importance of collaboration 

with medical professionals. 
◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 

seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 
professionals. 

 
 

 
 

CONTENT AREA 6:     DATE(s) COMPLETED:  
________________________    

Lifestyle Factors Manifesting as MH Concerns:   Objectives that 
were covered:  (check all that apply) 

◻ Etiology of feeding, eating and elimination disorders reviewed 

based on current research. 
◻ Assessment process for determining dissociative dx. . 

◻ Differential dx with other disorders with similar presentations.  
◻ Etiology of Sleep-Wake Disorders reviewed based on current 

research.  
◻ Assessment process for determining dx especially related to 

Medical DX and comorbidity.  
◻ Differential dx with other disorders with similar presentations.  

◻ Etiology of Sexual Dysfunctions, Gender Dysphoria and 
Paraphilic disorders reviewed. 

◻ Assessment process for determining dx. Differential dx with 
other disorders with similar presentations.. 

◻ Medical differential dx addressed and how to recognize the need 
to refer.  

◻ Overview of medical problems often misdiagnosed as mental 

health issues and vice versa.  
◻ Understanding bio-physiologic mechanisms of depression and 

anxiety caused by medical dx.  
◻ Exploration of comorbidity. 

◻ Common drugs that can contribute adverse effects of medication 
that create symptoms of MH disorders. 

◻ Ethics of DX process addressed including discussion of cultural 
considerations impacting this content area. 

◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 
seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 

professionals. 
 



CONTENT AREA 7:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________      

Substance, Addictive, Disruptive, Conduct and 
Impulse-Control Disorders (check all that apply) 

◻ Etiology of Substance and Addictive Disorders reviewed based on 
current research. 

◻ Assessment process for differential dx with other disorders with 
similar presentations.  

◻ Etiology of Disruptive, Conduct and Impulse control Disorders 
reviewed based on current research.  

◻ Assessment process for determining dx with other disorders with 
similar presentations.  

◻ Ethics of DX process addressed and implications of labels.  
◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 

seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 
professionals. 

 

CONTENT AREA 8:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________ 
Neuro-cognitive Disorders Objectives that were covered:  (check all 

that apply)  
 

◻ Etiology of Neuro-Cognitive Disorders reviewed based on current 
research.  

◻ Assessment process for differential dx with other disorders with 
similar presentations.  

◻ Ethics of DX process addressed and importance of working 
collaboratively with other professions.  

◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 
seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 

professionals. 
 

CONTENT AREA 9:    DATE(s) COMPLETED:  ________________________   

Personality Disorders Objectives that were covered:  (check all that 
apply)  

◻ Etiology of Personality Disorders reviewed based on current 
research. Assessment 

◻ process for differential dx with other disorders with similar 
presentations. 

◻ Ethics of DX process addressed including discussion of 
transference and countertransference.  

◻ Brief overview of appropriate treatment strategies and when to 
seek collaborative care with other mental health and medical 

professionals. 
 
 


